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Overview

Contributions

Construct a real-world fine-grained dataset with HPIQ annotations for multi-view object classification.

Benchmark 4 multi-view-based feature aggregation methods and 12 soft label methods on MVP-N.

Propose a new metric and an evaluation protocol based on HPIQ annotations for soft label methods.

https://github.com/SMNUResearch/MVP-N

Why multi-view?

Human visual perception of 3D objects relies on 2D observations from different perspectives.

Single-view representations may not provide discriminative features.

https://github.com/SMNUResearch/MVP-N


Task: Multi-View Object Classification

Existing methods

Two-stage

 Feature aggregation

 Score fusion

Three-stage

 Hypergraph-based

 Part-based

Properties of practical methods

Arbitrary number of views

Free view configurations

Unknown camera positions and relative poses



Motivation
Limitations of existing datasets

Synthetic polygon mesh objects

Coarse-grained categorization

No validation split

Lack of view-level annotations

RGB-D Object

ModelNet40

MIRO

ScanObjectNN

FG3D

MVP-N (ours)



MVP-N: Design and Construction
Step 1: Object selection

44 fine-grained retail products

High inter-class view similarity (multi-view noise)

Step 2: Data collection

Step 3: Data annotation

 Information quantity judgment

Bounding box annotation

Step 4: Quality control and data filtering

 ‘Informative/Uninformative’ (HPIQ) annotation

Step 5: Data preprocessing

Step 6: Train/valid/test split

View sampling: 16k

Multi-view set construction: 9k

 2 to 6 views



Benchmark on MVP-N

Multi-view-based feature aggregation

4 methods

Evaluation metric

 Multi-view accuracy (MVA)

 Mean confidence for correct predictions (MCC)

 Mean confidence for wrong predictions (MCW)

 Model size

 Number of floating-point operations (FLOPs)

 Inference latency

Soft label

12 methods

Evaluation metric

 Multi-view accuracy (MVA)

 Single-view accuracy (SVAI)

 Mean confidence for correct predictions (MCCI)

 Mean confidence for wrong predictions (MCWI)

 Mean confidence difference between predictions 

and ground truths (MCDU)



Results: Multi-View-Base Feature Aggregation 



Results: Soft Label



Results: Influence of the number of uninformative views


